Letters to Worldnet Grace Ministries
September & October 2016
I have been so favorably impressed by a Christian teacher
who addresses Bible difficulties head on
instead of using dodges and old meaningless clichés.
The Bible origin and transmission series brought instant credibility
and the beginning Bible difficulties series has confirmed it.
This is the first time I and many others have ever taken the Bible seriously enough
to pursue what it says
Zürich, Switzerland

The Bible origin and transmission series, and now the Bible Difficulties (series),
are clarifying many issues I have had with the Bible.
Extremely good studies
Beijing, China

With reference to the Bible origin and transmission studies -- they are captivating.
The Bible difficulties presentations likewise
Amman, Jordan

Excellent Bible origin and manuscript series of lessons
which led into the Bible difficulties studies.
I appreciate the direct approach to these difficulties.
The gospel is presented without exception in every message.
Barcelona, Spain

As missionaries in India for several years
the Lord has blessed us in reaching many of the lower caste people.
The Bible origin and transmission studies are a gift from God.
We have used them to reach the academic and intellectual circles,
where they are very well received.
The message of salvation is conveyed throughout the studies.
Now the studies of Bible difficulties is very well timed and likewise well received.
Mumbai, India

The Bible origin and transmission treatises have led me,
not without some pain,
to reevaluate the Bible.
Magnificent presentation and virtually impossible to refute.
Saudi Arabia

I am overwhelmed at the Bible origin and transmission series.
Behind the impeccable scholarship is a powerful evidence of
the divine origin of these writings.
I have indeed "changed my mind".
Damascus, Syria

Thanking you for the new Ezekiel #7. Perfect timing.
Many are added to our study.
And many are added to Jesus.
Iceland

Ezekiel – The Pantomime Prophet

#7. God's glory --> Either...warmth, healing, energy, fellowship
or
judgment & disaster!

God's will:

(1) cannot be thwarted, & (2) is good

September 2016 letters continue on the next page ….

The following three letters refer to the Acts #30 study posted
Saturday, September 10, 2016:

Acts – God uses only Defective People
#30 Governor Felix avoids Eternal Destiny & Judgment Issues
Warning ! ! !
all Human Brains are hardwired for Procrastination

Acts #30 is a must read for anyone who wants to understand why people procrastinate.
Above all it provides the best explanation ever for why
older people may not be concerned about their eternal destiny.
London, England

Incredible insight into the hard wiring of the human brain toward procrastination.
I am never embarrassed to share any of these studies.
This, as all the others, has been well received.
Moscow, Russia

Astonishingly accurate description of the human brain being wired for procrastination –
and the spiritual implications.
This is an excellent evangelistic venue for colleagues in the realm of
psychology and psychiatry.
Munich, Germany

I am praising God for the Bible origin and transmission series.
My elderly father, a scholar, refused to listen to or read any material
concerning the Bible.
I pleaded with him,
"Father, please I have just one request.
Please listen to one of these scholarly studies."
I selected number 5.

{The Bible – Origin & Transmission}

He was actually excited and loved this. He then listened to each one.
Upon listening to each and, following that, listening to the Bible Difficulties
he happily trusted in Jesus as his savior!
Now he is telling the news of these studies and of Jesus.
Novosibirsk, Siberia

I appreciate the courage to present the {Bible} manuscript issues and
the difficulties in a straightforward manner.
As a result I have an appreciation of the Bible.
I am encouraging all to listen with care and an open mind.
Khartoum, Sudan

Amazingly excellent lesson on procrastination!
Iceland

{Acts #30}

Acts!

{Acts – God uses only Defective People}
Excellent teach
Very humor

Beijing, China

The Bible origin and transmission series was so stimulating that
I listened to the entire life of Jesus series of messages.
{Life of Jesus – Listening, not obeying}
These messages are such that they shake one's inner soul.
I encourage everyone to listen with care.
Saudi Arabia

The thrilling Ezekiel messages have awakened me to know Jesus.
{Ezekiel – the Pantomime Prophet}
I am forever grateful and praising God.
Lagos, Nigeria

These studies are very thought provoking and appealing.
Saudi Arabia

If all Bible teaching was like this there would be much better response.
Calm, reasoned, clear
Saudi Arabia

Excellent Bible origin and transmission studies.
Best I have seen from Christians.
Saudi Arabia

Highly impressive and most enjoyable presentations of
the Bible origin and transmission podcasts.
And now the Bible Difficulties lessons are thoroughly engaging.
I would recommend all of these to my colleagues and friends.
These have been a pleasant introduction to the Bible
Kitakyūshū, Japan

Bible origin and transmission. Yes.
Answers finally.
Finally truth.
Saudi Arabia

Excellent Bible origin and transmission studies.
Also the life of Jesus messages should be heard by every person.
Saudi Arabia

The Bible origin broadcasts are tremendous.
I cannot stop listening.
Saudi Arabia

Wonderful Bible origin studies
Saudi Arabia

Very inspiring Bible truth

{The Bible – origin & transmission}

which I believe to be true.
Saudi Arabia
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October 2016
The Bible origin series demonstrated a profound understanding of the Greek language.
After listening to each attentively I was drawn to the Acts studies.
{Acts – God uses only Defective People}
How remarkable are the events which occurred in our homeland
and yet most of us are not aware.
Of even more importance is that in every study the focus is Jesus
whose name I knew very well
but only now do I understand that
He died for my sins
Ioannina, Greece

The Bible origin series is very sobering in its ruthless clarity and depth.
I shut myself in my room for 5 days and listened to each “Life of Jesus” {lesson}.
He is indubitably God and savior.
Who knows what lies ahead for me.
It matters not for God is on my side.
Saudi Arabia

Excellent new lesson for "Acts" {# 30}
Procrastination - so full of insightful words
Our group is continuing to grow
All the time many trust in Jesus
Iceland

Masterful presentation of the “Bible origin” series which led me to
the “Bible Difficulties” studies.
I very much appreciate addressing these difficult issues head on.
This has led me to a new respect for the Bible.
I intend to now explore the “Life of Jesus”
Moscow, Russia

“Bible origin” series -- initially interesting, then frightening to realize the implications of
such validity of the Bible.
I urge all to listen.
Saudi Arabia

Jesus!

Tremendous very!

Beijing, China

Intriguing and compelling Bible origin and Bible difficulties studies.
{The Bible: Origin & Transmission}
{Difficult Passages of the Bible}
This is a tremendously favorable introduction to the Bible for me.
Taipei, Taiwan

The Bible origin series presents revelations available nowhere else.
In addition to the scholarly appeal,
I understood the way to eternal life
Athens, Greece

How exciting. The person who unlocked the French language to me has now
unlocked the Gospel.
Erasing of all my sins by trusting in Him
Muitas bênçãos professor
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Bible origin and transmission Best news I ever heard in my entire life.
Kampuchea {a.k.a. Cambodia}

The study of the human brain being hard wired to procrastinate {Acts #30}
is a brilliant weaving together of cogent psychological concepts
with profound Biblical understanding.
It is having great impact
I applaud you
South Bend, Indiana

The Bible origin series - a true masterpiece –
led me into an understanding of the Bible
and to a knowledge of Jesus,
both for the first time.
Hong Kong

Bible origin series are phenomenal
Stockholm, Sweden

The Bible origin series has generated more interest here
than any Christian messages I have encountered.
The entire series is an excellent vehicle for evangelism.
My sisters and brother trusted in Jesus after listening to 5 studies.
Bucharest, Romania

The history of the world lessons drew me to Jesus as my saviour years ago.
History of the World – Past, Present, Future
Now the Bible origin lessons are excellent for sharing with others with pride.
The Bible – Origin & Transmission
Stockholm, Sweden

The marvelous studies of the Renaissance first attracted me to this site.
{History of the World #44 & #45}
I had always considered myself to be a Christian but it was only through listening to the studies
that I gained the understanding that I was destined for hell.
I had never decided to trust in Jesus as my saviour.
My friends are excited now for what I share of my life and as I share the site with them.
Passy, France

Dear friends
I have just returned from China. I have had the extreme pleasure and privilege of
translating these awe inspiring messages into Mandarin
The “Pre-history of the World” and “History of the World” lessons have fascinated the Chinese
as they learn about their history, and the existence of God.
I will return shortly so I wanted to take this opportunity to thank you.
Currently Europe

The Bible origin studies confirmed my faith in the scriptures and 100% validated
the Septuagint.
Of new to me was the best introduction to the New Testament I have ever seen.
I have concluded that the New Testament is also by God.
Jerusalem, Israel

The Ezekiel podcasts are incredibly intriguing, removing the barriers
which hinder our seeing into the heavens.
I most certainly believe that what the teacher is saying is truth.
The struggle now is recognizing that this truth cannot assimilate with my religion.
I know as factual that many are listening.
Please state what you think.
Bangalore, India

Profound Bible origin studies.
I am seeking in vain equivalent validation of Quran
Saudia Arabia

Very pleasurable indeed for my first introduction to the Bible and to the religion of Jesus.
I listen every day.
Hanoi, Viet Nam

The “History of the World” lessons persuade me of the reality of God.
The “Life of Jesus” lessons drew me to him
Mexico City, Mexico

Very informative study of the Bible origin.
Especially the New Testament
Rishon lesion, Israel

Stimulating and magnetic presentation of Bible origin and also Bible difficulties.
Thoroughly enjoying
Dubai

The following letters all refer to the newly posted study,
The Gates of Hades cannot withstand

The Gospel

Defeating Lucifer in his political and governmental activity
Proclaiming the Good News of Jesus Christ – what the Gospel is and is not

Fascinating lesson on the Gospel having the power to defeat
the workings of Satan in this present age.
I am sending the link to all my contacts and encourage everyone to do the same.
London, England

The Gates of Hades !!!!!!!!!
Excellent !!!
Oh my gosh
I am sending to every Christian broadcaster
Immediately
London, England

Powerful lesson on the Gospel -- its power over the devil.
Contacting the Christian media I know
Riga, Latvia

The Gates of Hades sermon - incredible and yet obviously what the Bible teaches.
Passing along
This must be heard immediately
Seattle, Washington

The lesson on the Gospel being the only weapon that will defeat Satan
is stunning in its depth and simplicity.
The attachment clarifying the Gospel must be printed out and absorbed.
I am passing the links to every believer I know
Washington D.C.

